**Announcements**

- We are asking full-time faculty to make a 5-10 minute zoom video about their research interests and mentoring style. These videos will be viewed in the spring by our newly admitted graduate students to help them seek a MA/MS advisor.

**Please send your short video to Linda Pabon. Thanks so much!**

**Research**

- Congratulations to MA student **Nina Rodriguez** who just had part of her thesis published with **Dr. Aaron Lukaszewski**.


- Congratulations to MA student **Rebecka Hahnel-Peeters** on her publication with **Dr. Aaron Goetz**.


https://doi.org/10.1177/1474704920961953

- Congratulations to former undergraduate **Deshawn Sambrano** and **Dr. Iris Blandon-Gitlin** on their publication.


Online [https://doi.org/10.1111/lcrp.12181](https://doi.org/10.1111/lcrp.12181)